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ABSTRACT
Barack Obama broke a presidential tradition on January 
24, 2009. After almost three decades on the radio, he 
delivered the Saturday  presidential address visually  on 
the White House website and YouTube page. The 
medium transition presents an opportunity to examine 
the address’s evolving form as a genre of presidential 
rhetoric. I expand upon my recent analysis of the 
weekly  address by examining the structure, online 
layout, and presidential image in the digital medium 
and how the salient functions of the genre are 
highlighted compared to its predecessor addresses on 
radio. I find the address’s digital form highlights the 
temporality of each pronouncement while strengthening 
its essential generic functions.
 The conclusion of the second Bush presidency 
marked the official end of the weekly radio address and 
the inauguration, with President Obama, of a new 
weekly  Internet address. The unique personality  of each 
administration allows the president freedom to shape 
his rhetoric within the constraints of a particular genre. 
Media technologies serve a vital role in this regard. 
Presidential rhetorical practices have endured through 
media changes, illustrating the continuity, flexibility, 
and dynamism of these kindred rhetorical acts. The 
Obama administration’s transition of the weekly 
address from the radio to Internet is one such event in 
the life of a genre. 
 Building upon the generic framework that 
characterizes the weekly address (Scacco, 2011), this 
article analyzes how its transition to a digital medium 
has influenced the generic characteristics. Previous 
scholarship  has argued that the weekly address has a 
prominent temporal dynamic that reflects the daily  “tick 
tock” of a presidential administration and serves as a 
metric for the short time a president has to govern. This 
temporality is evident in the address’s three thematic 
functions as a secular sermon, mediated log, and a 
means for marking capital time. Understanding how 
these essential functions and characteristics are 
expressed in the digital medium will serve an important 
role in documenting the evolution of a genre of 
presidential rhetoric.
 Examining the dynamism of presidential 
communications as mediated by  changing technologies, 
this article answers:
RQ: How has the Internet altered the form of the weekly 
address in Barack Obama’s administration?
The Digital Form of the Weekly Address
 The Internet has inexplicably altered the form of 
the weekly  address. While the structure, online layout, 
and presidential imagery showcase the dynamism and 
evolution of the rhetorical form, the functions of the 
genre and its temporality have been maintained in the 
Obama administration. The digital medium has 
strengthened the inherent characteristics of the weekly 
address, providing further examples of the temporality 
of routine rhetoric.
Structure
 As illustrated in prior literature, the weekly  
address’s structure and content is akin to a sermon 
(Scacco, 2011). A sermon is structurally formal in how 
it begins and ends with some internal flexibility to 
recite doctrinal values and biblical narratives. The 
weekly address’s beginning and conclusion had 
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traditionally  been formal and verbally signaled to those 
listening. Presidents Clinton and Bush clearly  used a 
verbal salutation and valediction. Clinton began each 
address with “Good morning” and ended with “Thank 
you for listening,” “Thank you,” or some iteration of 
“God bless America.” Bush began and ended every 
speech with “Good morning” and “Thank you for 
listening.”
In his weekly  addresses, Obama opted for a 
more informal greeting to begin and end each 
pronouncement. In eight of the ten addresses sampled, 
he immediately began the content of his message. Only 
two instances contain the semblance of a salutation. His 
Fourth of July greeting began “Hello and happy Fourth 
of July, everybody” (4 July, 2009) while an 
international address from South Korea began simply 
“Hi” (21 November, 2009). Eight of Obama’s addresses 
have a valediction in the form of a “Thank you,” or 
“Thanks.” With the visual format, Obama sporadically 
used the “Thank you for listening” closing.
This formality-informality contrast with 
Obama’s predecessors may be a consequence of the 
visual medium. Clearly signaling the radio address’s 
beginning or end was necessary when the medium 
lacked a visual component. Nonverbal communication 
can signal the beginning and end of a speech without 
explicit  verbal representation. Audience members may 
expect some type of appropriate nonverbal response to 
begin or close a speech which would only be noticed in 
a visual medium (Bucy & Newhagen, 1999). 
Additionally, the inclusion of a visually  formal 
welcome screen before the address may negate the 
presidential greeting.
 The body of each address was analyzed by 
comparing word counts across administrations. This 
was completed to study how the medium may 
contribute to the length of the weekly  addresses. Both 
the entire population of first year addresses and the 
sample analyzed were included. 
Table 1
Weekly Address Word Counts by Week
Week Clinton Bush Obama
9 909 476 868
11 1369 458 711
14 1438 548 731
21 1293 601 753
23 1358 475 749
35 1078 587 777
36 1096 652 918
37 1289 526 603
42 1181 505 705
43 1227 491 807
Mean 1223.8 531.9 877.85
 President Obama’s speeches averaged 849 
words for his first year and 878 words for the sample 
selected (Table 1). George W. Bush’s speeches averaged 
516 words for his first year versus 532 for the sample 
while Bill Clinton’s averaged 1145 words for his first 
year and 1224 for the sample. President Clinton’s 
reputation as “the great  talker” and Bush’s penchant for 
speech brevity  are prominently  displayed (Sigelman 
and Whissell, 2002a; 2002b). Performing a two-tailed, 
independent samples t-test on the population of first 
year addresses, statistically significant differences (p<.
001) were found between the length of Obama’s 
speeches compared to Clinton and Bush.
 The address length varies based on presidential 
style, with Obama’s speeches adapting to the twin 
needs of brevity  and detail. The changes to the structure 
of the addresses reflect both medium-specific and 
rhetorical choices by President Obama, none of which 
alter the temporal dynamic or defining functions each 
address serves.
Online Layout
 Emerging digital technologies have forced many 
organizations to rethink public outreach, including the 
executive branch. The onus is on the president to adapt 
to newer media technologies. Analyzing the online 
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layout of the weekly  address, several virtual 
characteristics strengthen the temporal dynamic of the 
genre. The White House website prominently displays 
“Your Weekly Address” for several days on the front 
page of the website and is included with several other 
top stories in a message rotator. Previous addresses can 
be accessed by using the “Briefing Room” button. The 
page displayed includes the latest video of the 
presidential address, a transcript, and supplemental 
information in many cases (Image 1).2 
Image 1
“Your Weekly Address” White House Website
 A share button is displayed for users to embed, 
download, and disseminate the video across third-party 
platforms. Past addresses are archived with video and 
transcripts. The inclusion of past and present addresses 
in one location illustrates the temporal nature of the 
president’s weekly remarks and serves as a digital log 
of the president’s positions, accomplishments, and 
official activities. This digital logging function 
complements the verbal logging of accomplishments 
the president completes with many weekly addresses.
 The White House YouTube page includes 
similar features to the White House website, with 
additional page views information and the ability  to 
comment. Analyzing the number of page views for each 
Saturday  address (Table 2) revealed a steady decline in 
views during Obama’s first year. Compared to Obama’s 
inaugural address which garnered approximately 1.5 
million page views and his first weekly address which 
drew approximately 1.2 million page views, the further 
from the president’s inauguration, the smaller the 
number of weekly address views.3 After peaking in the 
14th week (the H1N1 flu address), the number of page 
views falls sharply. Further highlighting the temporality 
of each address, a large portion of the page views occur 
in the two weeks following each speech based on the 
dates of the comments.
Table 2
Weekly Address YouTube Page Views as of 8/12/2011
Week Address Yo u T u b e 
Views
9 Crisis and Service 69,632
11 Passover and Easter 79,389
14 H1N1 Flu Virus 139,642
21 Financial Reform 37,515
23 4th of July 61,843
35 G20 in Pittsburgh 38,801
36 Health Reform 33,520
37 Health Reform 42,347
42 Veterans Day 5,463
43 Traveling Abroad 6,457
Mean 51,460.9
Presidential Imagery
 The numerous digital platforms President 
Obama has utilized for outreach represent a conscious 
effort to symbolically project  presidential power 
through image management. Presidential imagery 
reconstitutes the presidency, his words, and his 
accomplishments each Saturday. This rich, visual 
environment strengthens the weekly address’s role as a 
mediated log (Scacco, 2011). Using stagecrafting 
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strategies, the president gives his speeches each week in 
different areas of the White House or around the 
country  when addressing citizens domestically. He is 
flanked by  an American flag and a flag with the 
presidential seal. A WhiteHouse.gov logo appears in the 
upper right corner of the screen. The president is often 
dressed formally, which stands in contrast to his 
informal introductions and conclusions. The 
presidential image is created (Image 2), sustaining the 
institution of the presidency and Obama’s authority  as 
part of a mediated log. Obama becomes ubiquitous - 
able to be transferred across social networking 
platforms, into an e-news article, or the video segment 
of a Sunday morning news show.
Image 2
The Weekly Presidential Image, 10/3/09
The ubiquity of the weekly image represents the 
latest stage in the development of the rhetorical 
presidency. President Obama’s use of the weekly 
address genre meets the needs of the news media for the 
image or sound bite on the weekends while providing 
citizens the opportunity to view the president on a 
regular basis. The powerful visuals created by the 
trappings of the presidency sustain the institutional 
image, all while adapting to an increasingly  portable, 
fragmented environment for information. In the 
process, the president becomes an everywhere force in 
political and nonpolitical life.
Conclusion
With the placement of the weekly  address in a 
digital medium, President Obama has begun to adapt 
another presidential rhetorical practice to new 
communication technologies. It is apparent that the 
digital form of the weekly address highlights the 
temporality of each pronouncement while strengthening 
its essential functions as a genre. This may reaffirm it 
well into the future. The weekly address’s past and 
present utility to the presidency illustrates that further 
evolution of the practice may strengthen both its 
function and reach.
 This examination has begun to answer how an 
established rhetorical genre is evolving through digital 
communication. It calls for future research in areas left 
unexplored by this analysis including the potential 
media effects of the digital medium compared to the 
radio, the integration of interactive elements with the 
weekly addresses including commenting and sharing, or 
citizen perceptions and expectations of these interactive 
elements. These research venues call for multi-
methodological approaches to content, effects, and 
perceptions. Furthermore, scholars and practitioners 
alike may grapple with the implications for presidential 
power when the president becomes a portable, 
transferable, and ubiquitous persona.
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